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EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
There are many stakeholders involved in customer service and maintenance who interact with one another and exchange information. Any
interfaces can lead to frictional losses and any change of format poses a
risk of causing delays in the process chain.
If a technician in the field does not have the right information, this can
have a negative impact on the first-time fix rate. If an scheduler does not
have access to messages and service information in real time, this can
result in significant delays. If a customer reports a problem and has to
wait days for a response, they will be dissatisfied and, in the worst case
scenario, could go to the competition.
Put an end to these scenarios! The NEO Suite covers the whole
end-to-end service process, with no changes in format. The
360° service management solution connects all the stakeholders
together, including customers, scheduler, technicians, subcontractors and machines.
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5 MODULES FOR
YOUR 360° SERVICE
MANAGEMENT
Made for technicians

NEO
MOBILE SUITE

Made for your customers
Your customers expect to be able to contact
you 24/7. With our NEO Service Portal, you
can react promptly without incurring more
costs and thus increase customer loyalty.

NEO
SERVICE PORTAL

Your technicians need all service, customer
and machine data to hand. Our digital assistant
provides real-time information and allows direct
access into SAP, both online and offline.

The digital assistant
for technicians

Information, communication
and customer loyalty
around the clock

Made for schedulers

NEO
SCHEDULE

Made for service managers

Indispensable for efficient resource planning:
An overview on all service details in real time.
Provide your schedulers with graphic diagrams
and consistent communication with the
technicians on the road.

The right resources
in the right place
at the right time

A poor first time fix rate makes for unnecessary
costs. Virtual on-site support for technicians
and customers guarantees the necessary expert
knowledge at all times.

NEO
EXPERT SERVICE
Virtual on-site support for
technicians and customers

NEO
PREDICT

SAP PROCESS
INTEGRATION

IoT-based real-time
analyses for a
dynamic maintenance
approach

Made for the head of maintenance
Machine downtime is the worst case scenario
for service managers. With predictive maintenance,
you can recognise anomalies early and provide
high-availability systems.

The in-depth integration of the NEO Suite into the SAP
environment enables seamless service processes with
no redundancy. This means you can achieve excellent
data quality and minimum synchronisation times.
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An app for all services

NEO Mobile Suite
The digital assistant for technicians

Made for service technicans and maintenance technicans

Flexible planning thanks to direct communication
If plans are changed at short notice, the technician receives a push notification. This function guarantees the
direct line between the scheduler and the technician and ensures that the service or maintenance process

Our NEO Mobile Suite gives your technicians a mobile solution which provides an overview

can be adjusted on a flexible basis.

of all customer, order and machine data at all times and allows them to record feedback to the
SAP system in real time.

Simple operation using SAP Fiori
As well as reduced service times and optimised material management, technicians can also benefit from the

All service information can be queried using voice controls.

simple, quick operation of the NEO Mobile Suite using the customisable user interface based on SAP Fiori.

They are given suggestions on the optimum route to the service location and can

The technology at a glance

find out about the weather where they are going.
Design your spare part management system intelligently using automatic image recognition
and automatic stock queries.
Direct access to the SAP system reduces data transfer errors.

"The NEO Mobile Suite makes my everyday work much easier. On the customer site,
I can view our stock levels and reserve or
reorder spare parts at the touch of a button –
this is a function I never want to have to do
without again."
Benedikt Dezulian
Electrical Engineer, FairNetz GmbH

The NEO Mobile Suite is based on the latest SAP Cloud Platform. It offers a path to the SAP S/4HANA, in-
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cluding the service core, and has been specially developed for SAP ERP, CS/PM and SAP CRM 7.0 (service)
user companies. Based on its SAP Fiori-compliant user interface, the NEO Mobile Suite is easy to use and
supports all end device classes and operating systems, including online, offline and hybrid systems.

Integration of innovative technologies
The NEO Mobile Suite integrates smart technologies such as intelligent voice controls, augmented
reality and image recognition. This makes the
benefits of digitalisation worthwhile for the user.
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Increased efficiency in scheduling

NEO Schedule
The right resources in the right place at the right time

Made for schedulers

Optimise your first time fix rate by up to 50 %
The first time fix rate is the most important key performance indicator (KPI) in the service industry. In order

Among the most important requirements for scheduling are short throughput times, deadline
accuracy and low stock levels. The more complex the service and maintenance processes, the
more factors there are in modern fleet management. For schedulers, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to maintain an overview, especially with orders involving small parts.
NEO Schedule makes your scheduling seamless and transparent.
A graphical diagram visualises all service data in real time.
The intuitive controls make the planning process easier.
Unique multi-monitor mode: Notification data, map view,
GANTT charts, etc. are operated on multiple screens at the same time
and orders can be moved around by dragging and dropping.

to increase it, NEO Schedule offers best-fit suggestions based on technician qualifications, distance to site,
traffic data and more. At the same time, the intelligent resource linking ensures automated planning of
additional materials.
Communication and coordination are possible at all times
Thanks to the real-time data available and the intuitive field planning, the scheduler can react flexibly to
unexpected events. In conjunction with our NEO Mobile Suite (NMS) module, they can communicate with
the technician en route via push notifications or call integration.
Simple integration of subcontractors
Role systems allow subcontractors to be integrated into NEO Schedule, allowing scheduling for the technicians to be carried out by a partner. All the data is recorded centrally in SAP.
Dashboard: Important indices at a glance
NEO Schedule records all important KPIs, such as workload for each employee or team, deadline accuracy
for order delays, warnings, etc. and displays it in dashboards.
The technology at a glance
As a SAP partner, we work directly on the SAP data model, either ERP S/4 or ECC PM/CS. By shifting the
computer power to the back end and using the in-memory database allowing data to be recorded directly
to the working memory, we can maximise performance. This cuts synchronisation times to seconds.

"The intuitive operation and
best-fit suggestions massively
accelerate and simplify my
planning processes."
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Increased machine availability
at lower costs
Made for the head of maintenance

NEO Predict
Detect anomalies early and prevent machine downtime

More than just sensor data
Our IoT components combine all kinds of sensors, hardware components, process steps and human interac-

The option of collecting and evaluating unlimited amounts of machine data now forms the basis
for predictive maintenance scenarios. With NEO Predict, you can reduce your maintenance costs
and offer your customers outstanding service quality.
A smart industry framework allows all machine data collected to be analysed.
Anomalies are detected and the relevant notifications are automatically created in SAP.
Extend the service life of your machines and recognise deviations before faults occur.

tion, including video analysis. The data can be automatically and intelligently incorporated into the process
chain by NEO Predict based on standard or user-defined rules. Business partners and subcontractors can
also be integrated.
Streamlined maintenance planing thanks to long-term schedules
The predictive handling of anomalies allows companies to minimise acute error messages in their own
maintenance or in the services for their customers. This means they can significantly reduce overall operating costs.
Integration into the NEO Suite
The messages recorded in NEO Predict are then incorporated directly into NEO Schedule. The maintenance
order is planned and communicated to the service technician via the NEO Mobile Suite mobile solution,
then made available for further processing.
The technology at a glance
With our Axians Smart Industry Framework, we can amalgamate all the relevant information from different
processes, machines and sensors within a central system. The resulting business logic interprets the data
and triggers notifications. These follow a customer-specific define logic which is fully integrated into the
SAP workflow. As a strong SAP partner, we use the NEO Bridge as a direct interface to SAP. The messages
are created and can be coordinated and processed.

"The predictive measures
reduce my costs to a fraction
of what they were."
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Virtual on-site support
for technicians and customers
Made for service managers

NEO Expert Service
Improve your first-time fix rate with AR and remote service

Expert knowledge on the go
With NEO Expert Service, you can provide your technicians with a digital assistant. They are shown manu-

Lack of technician qualifications is among the most important causes of a poor first-time fix rate.
This is hardly surprising, given the increasing complexity of the processes relating to IoT-based
machines. With our NEO Expert Service, we make sure that you have the right expertise available
on-site and orders can be processed quickly and conclusively.
Process orders within short times and increase the productivity of your service team.
Use expertise to improve service quality and improve customer satisfaction.
NEO Expert Service can even support you at production sites abroad.
This saves on travel time and costs.
Your documentation is 100 % tamper-proof.

als, technical documentation and circuit diagrams projected directly onto the machine using special data
glasses. They also have the option to use built-in chat and video functions to communicate with the officebased experts.
Individual support in any language
For production sites abroad, our solution can be combined with translation software to translate chat records
in real time and give the technician abroad the help they need with no time delay.
Save and provide expertise
With NEO Expert Service, service videos can be recorded from a first-person perspective and made available
to all employees in a knowledge database.
93 % fewer errors with NEO Expert Service
We minimise errors with automatic warnings at particularly high-risk stages. Technicians can check what
they are doing carefully before disaster strikes.

"In times where there is a shortage
of expert personnel, an augmented
service solution is gold. It allows even
inexperienced technician to carry out
complex repairs."
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Customer loyalty
around the clock
Made for your customers

NEO Service Portal
More ways to strengthen your customer relationships

Over 50 interfaces to your business apps
Our NEO Service Portal has over 50 pre-defined interfaces to SAP and non-SAP systems. Not only are all

These days, it is getting more and more difficult to keep pace with the competition through product
sales alone. Manufacturing companies are therefore increasingly reliant on digital services. But
how is it possible to not be overwhelmed by customer enquiries? Using self-service portals gets
customers involved and even reduces company costs.
With the NEO Service Portal, you can make your service processes streamlined
and cost-effective.
These days, service-orientation is a must for companies. Which is why customers expect
quick responses to their enquiries. Chat-bots and other communication tools in the
Service Portal can also help.
Your customers have a need for speed. With a self service portal, you can give your
customers access to all the important information around the clock.
Self service takes the strain off your team, as all the data is available on-demand and
online for the customers and they can report their own errors themselves.

service-related processes covered internally, but customer-specific applications and information such as
helpdesks, operating instructions and guarantee periods can also be provided externally.
Individually adjustable customer interface
Simplicity of use is critical to the success or failure of self service portals. Based on SAP Fiori, our NEO Service
Portal provides a customisable front end and a high level of user-friendliness.
Integrated service processes with no changes in format
Incorporates different modules If the customer creates a ticket, a message is triggered directly in SAP. This
generates an order planned by an order picker and a technician. The data used in the field is then fed back
into private analyses.
The Amazon effect in your service portal
You can offer automatic cross-selling and upselling options in the NEO Service Portal. With suggestions in
the style of “you could also be interested in this”, no sales opportunities are missed.
Social media links to attract new customers
This is no new thing in B2C: Anyone making a purchase online can share it with their contacts on social
networks. The NEO Service Portal brings this trend to the B2B sector.
Personalise your marketing campaigns
The customer-specific information in the Service Portal increases the success of your marketing campaigns.
Messages can be targeted based on interests or contacts.
The technology behind
Our NEO Service Portal is based on the SAP Cloud Platform portal services. We have direct access to SAP data
through the NEO bridge, our ODATA PM/CS bridge for ECC 6.0 and S/4. This means that you do not need to
worry about redundancy. Queries can be linked directly to SAP in the Service Portal to reduce response times.

"I can see all the information
which is relevant to me at all times,
so I can react much more quickly."
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NEO SUITE:
6 BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
The NEO Suite is not a new solution to
which you need to adapt your processes.
It is an extended workbench which integrates seamlessly into your process chain.

IMPROVED FIRSTTIME FIX RATE

INTUITIVE USER
EXPERIENCE (UX)

UNBEATABLE AGAINST
THE COMPETITION

STRONG CUSTOMER MAXIMUM
RELATIONSHIPS
PERFORMANCE

SEAMLESS
INTEGRATION

Whether it is the real-time communica-

Our applications have been designed based

IoT-based analysis and automatic mecha-

The NEO Service Portal allows your custom-

Fed up at staring at a progress bar while your

Our NEO Bridge works as a direct interface

tion between different stakeholders, auto-

on SAP Fiori. The SAP Fiori design concept

nisms, image recognition, voice controls,

ers to communicate with you 24/7 and also

service data synchronise with your ERP sys-

to SAP. The in-depth integration into the SAP

mated coordination of suitable technicians or

has been given a "Red Dot Design Award" for

augmented reality – the digital revolution is

gives you the option of providing customers

tem? The shifting of computer performance

landscape enables a seamless process chain

augmented reality supported by the Expert

its intuitive user experience. This gives your

bringing with it a range of technical develop-

with information around the clock, for exam-

to the back end and the use of an in-memory

and service processes without redundant

Service, the NEO Suite provides numerous

employees faster access to the NEO Suite ap-

ments which allow you to massively acceler-

ple to introduce new products or campaigns.

database means there is no redundant data

data. All NEO Suite modules are linked

functions and features to minimise service

plications, allowing them to act more quickly.

ate and simplify your service processes. The

Self service functionality and chat-bots

in the NEO Suite. This results in synchronisa-

together via the NEO Bridge to provide a

costs and optimise first-time fix rate, one of

This improves your productivity.

NEO Suite lets you keep pace with digitalisa-

reduce your service costs and reinforce cus-

tion times in the seconds and maximises

genuine 360° service management process

tion and integrate new technologies into your

tomer loyalty.

performance.

with no changes in format.

your most important indices.

process chain.
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NEO SUITE –
AN AXIANS
PRODUCT
www.axians.com

The Axians group of companies in Germany is part of the global VINCI Energies brand network for IT solutions. With its integrated IT portfolio, the group supports companies, councils and public bodies, network
operators and services providers when it comes to the modernisation of their digital infrastructure and
solutions. In the four sectors of IT Infrastructure, IoT & Analytics, Telecoms & Carriers and Public Software,
consultants, developers and technicians work on making people’s lives better, through expanding broadband, cloud and data centre infrastructures, cyber-security, enterprise networks, IoT platforms and the
leading software for waste management, the bulk goods industry, mobile service and public administration.
Axians companies in Germany
ATHOS Unternehmensberatung, Axians eWaste, Axians GA Netztechnik, Axians IKVS, Axians Industrial
Applications & Services, Axians Infoma, Axians IT Security, Axians IT Solutions, Axians NEO Solutions &
Technology, Axians Networks & Solutions, Duality, Lynx-Consulting, petersen + co

EUR 553
million turnover (2018)

1968
employees

Core expertise of
Axians in Germany

Represented
in 28 cities

“Axians is the leading
360° IT partner in Germany.
We plan, implement and
operate tailored solutions to ensure
the long-term success of our
customers in the digital era.”
Jacques Diaz, CEO Axians Deutschland
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